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Animals successfully navigate the world despite having only
incomplete information about behaviorally important contingen-
cies. It is an open question to what degree this behavior is driven
by estimates of stochastic parameters (brain-constructed models
of the experienced world) and to what degree it is directed by
reinforcement-driven processes that optimize behavior in the limit
without estimating stochastic parameters (model-free adaptation
processes, such as associative learning). We find that mice adjust
their behavior in response to a change in probability more quickly
and abruptly than can be explained by differential reinforcement.
Our results imply that mice represent probabilities and perform
calculations over them to optimize their behavior, even when the
optimization produces negligible material gain.
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A central question in cognitive neuroscience is the extent to
which computed representations of the experienced envi-

ronment direct behavior. Many contemporary models of adjust-
ment to changing risks assume computationally simpler event-
by-event value-updating processes (1–3). The advantage of these
models is that a computationally simple process does in time
adjust behavior more or less optimally to changes in, for exam-
ple, the probability of reinforcement. The advantage of compu-
tationally more complex model-based decision making is the
rapidity and accuracy with which behavior can adjust to changing
probabilities (4, 5). Recent studies with humans (6) suggest that
the rapidity of adjustment to changes in the payoff matrix in a
choice task requires a representation of risk factors (probabilities
and variabilities). We report an analogous result with mice when
they adjust to a shift in relative risk. In our experiment, a change
in the relative frequencies of short and long trials changes the
optimal temporal decision criterion in an interval-timing task.
We find that mice make the behavioral adjustment to the change
in relative risk about as soon and abruptly as is in principle
possible. Our results imply that neural mechanisms for estimat-
ing probabilities and calculating relative risk are phylogenetically
ancient. This finding means that they may be investigated by
genetic and other invasive procedures in genetically manipulated
mice and other laboratory animals.
The hopper-switch task (7) has been used to show approxi-

mately optimal risk adjustment in mice (8). The task requires the
mouse to decide on each trial whether to leave a short-latency
feeding location (hopper) to go to a long-latency location (hopper)
based on its estimate of how much time has elapsed since the trial
began (Fig. 1). If the computer has chosen a short trial, the mouse
gets a pellet in the short-latency hopper in response to the first
poke there at or after 3 s. Failure to obtain a pellet there after 3 s
have elapsed implies that that the computer has chosen a long-
latency trial. On a long-latency trial, a pellet is delivered into the
other hopper in response to the first poke there at or after 9 s. The
computer chooses short or long trials at random, with the proba-
bility of choosing a short trial denoted pS. At the beginning of
a trial, the mouse does not know which type of trial it will be.
The rational strategy given these contingencies is to poke in

the short hopper at the start of each trial, then switch to the long
hopper if and when 3 s or more elapse without a pellet being
delivered in response to a poke into the short hopper. The mice

learn to do this action within a few daily sessions. When the mice
have learned the action, they get a pellet on almost every trial.
However, the mice sometimes switch too soon (after fewer than
3 s) or too late (after more than 9 s), and they sometimes go
directly to the long hopper. Whether these errors cost them
a pellet or not depends on which kind of trial the computer has
chosen. Thus, the risk of one kind of error or the other depends
on pS, the probability that the current trial is a short one, and on
the subject’s timing variability, how precisely it can judge when
3 s have elapsed.
When pS changes, altering the relative risks from the two kinds

of error, mice shift the distribution of their switch latencies by an
approximately optimal amount (8) (Fig. 2). The question we pose
is, what kind of process underlies this behavioral shift in response
to a change in the relative frequencies of the short and long trials?
On the reinforcement-learning hypothesis, the shift in the

distribution of switch latencies is driven by a change in the relative
frequency with which different switch latencies are reinforced.
When the short-latency trials are frequent, the probability of a
long-latency switch being reinforced increases and the probability
of a short-latency switch decreases, and vice versa when long-
latency trials are frequent. With this hypothesis, a slow trial-and-
error hill-climbing process leads in time to a new stable distri-
bution that maximizes the reinforcement probability. In this re-
inforcement-learning hypothesis, the mouse makes no estimate of
the relative frequency of the short and long trials, nor of its own
timing variability, and it does not calculate an optimal target. The
mouse simply discovers by trial and error the target switch latency
that maximizes the rate of reinforcement.
On what we call the model-based hypothesis, the mouse brain

estimates pS, it estimates its timing variability (σ) or its un-
certainty about how much time has elapsed, and it calculates
from its estimates of these stochastic parameters the optimal
target switch time (Fig. S1). With this hypothesis, there will be
a step-change in the distribution of switch latencies as soon as
the mouse detects the change in the relative frequency of the
short and long trials, estimates the new relative frequency, and
calculates the new optimum. In this step hypothesis, a step-
change in the distribution of switch latencies can occur before
the change in the relative frequency of the trial types has pro-
duced any change in the rate of reinforcement. In the re-
inforcement-learning hypothesis, this cannot happen because the
change in behavior is driven by a change in the relative rates at
which short and long switches are reinforced.

Results
As may be seen from the raw data on switch latencies plotted
in Fig. 2, when we changed the relative frequency of the short
and long trials, the mice adjusted the distribution of their switch
latencies so quickly and so abruptly that the adjustments ap-
pear step-like.
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Regardless of the relative frequency of the short and long
trials, the distribution of switch latencies was well described by an
ExpGauss mixture distribution. One component of the mixture

was a short-latency exponential, the expectation of which did not
vary with the relative frequency of short and long trials. The
switches contributing to this component of the mixture appeared
to be impulsive, not timed. The other component was a Gauss-
ian, the mean of which varied with the relative frequency of the
short and long trials. The ExpGauss mixture distribution has four
parameters: the expectation of the exponential (denoted e), the
mean and SD of the Gaussian (μ and σ), and the proportion
parameter (p), which gives the proportion between the two
components. We take the mean of the Gaussian component to
be an estimate of the target switch time on those trials when the
mouse timed its switch.
We modeled the trial-by-trial trajectory of the behavioral shifts

from one ExpGauss distribution to another as a piece-wise linear
change in θ, the parameter vector for the ExpGauss distribution
(Fig. 3A). Our transition function has two parameters: the num-
ber of trials before the start (S) of the behavioral shift and number
of trials for it to go to completion once started (D, for duration):

F
�
T
�
= min

�
max

�
T − S
D

; 0
�
; 1
�
; [1]

where FðTÞ is the fraction of the transition completed as of trial
T (Fig. 3A). We then computed the marginal-likelihood func-
tions for S and D to find their plausible values.
Fig. 3B plots the cumulative distribution of the expectations of

the marginal-likelihood functions for S, the start parameter.
These expectations are estimates of how many trials it takes
a mouse to detect a substantial change in pS and begin to adjust
its switch latencies. The median estimate for the start of a tran-
sition is 10 trials.
The median expectation of the marginal-likelihood function

for D, the duration of a transition, was 19 trials, with a range
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Fig. 1. The experimental environment. In the switch task, a trial proceeds as
follows: 1: Light in the Trial-Initiation Hopper signals that the mouse may
initiate a trial. 2: The mouse approaches and pokes into the trial-initiation
hopper, extinguishing the light there and turning on the lights in the two
feeding hoppers (trial onset). 3: The mouse goes to the short-latency hopper
and pokes into it. 4: If, after 3 s have elapsed since the trial onset, poking in
the short-latency hopper does not deliver a pellet, the mouse switches to the
long-latency hopper, where it gets a pellet there in response to the first
poke at or after 9 s since the trial onset. Lights in both feeding hoppers
extinguish either at pellet delivery or when an erroneously timed poke
occurs. Short trials last about 3 s and long trials about 9 s, whether rein-
forced or not: if the mouse is poking in the short hopper at the end of a 3-s
trial, it gets a pellet and the trial ends; if it is poking in the 9-s hopper, it does
not get a pellet and the trial ends at 3 s. Similarly, long trials end at 9 s: if the
mouse is poking in the 9-s hopper, it gets a pellet; if in the 3-s hopper, it does
not. A switch latency is the latency of the last poke in the short hopper
before the mouse switches to the long hopper. Only the switch latencies
from long trials are analyzed.
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Fig. 2. Scatter plot of switch latencies on long trials (small black circles). Red dots at top and bottom of each plot mark long and short trials, respectively.
Vertical lines mark session boundaries. Thin blue horizontal lines are the medians of the distributions. When the relative density of red crosses on top and
bottom changes—that is, when the relative frequency of long and short trials changes—the distribution of black circles shifts away from the increased red
density (increased risk). Large red ovals indicate unilateral feeder malfunctions.
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from 3 to 105. However, in all 14 transitions, the likelihood at
D = 1 was higher than the mean likelihood over the range 1 ≤
D ≤ 100. Thus, in every case, the transition data favored the step
hypothesis (D = 1) over the alternative hypothesis that the
transition lasted somewhere between 1 and 100 trials (see Fig. S2
for the marginal-likelihood functions). The cumulative distribu-
tion of the Bayes Factors (the odds in favor of D = 1) is in Fig.
3C. The combined odds in favor of a step transition (the product
of the Bayes factors) are enormous.
Our key findings are thus: (i) It takesmice about 10 trials to detect

a substantial change in the relative frequency of the short and long

trials and to compute an estimate of the new pS, based on the data
since the estimated change; (ii) The change in target switch la-
tency––hence the distribution of switch latencies––is accomplished
in a single trial. The step change in the distribution implies that the
prechange estimate of pS is replaced by a postchange estimate,
based on postchange data that do not overlap the prechange data.
To constrain the space of possible calculations that could

underlie this behavior, we considered two basic kinds of algo-
rithms: reinforcement-driven algorithms that optimize behavior
without modeling the experienced world, and model-driven
algorithms that estimate stochastic parameters of the experienced
world (probabilities and variabilities) and calculate an optimal
change in decision criterion (target switch time) given those
estimates. Reinforcement-learning algorithms are often used in
machine learning when computing a model of the environment in
which the machine is to act is thought to be too complex. The
assumption that reinforcement shapes behavior without the
brain’s constructing a representation of the experienced world has
a long history in psychology and behavioral and cognitive neu-
roscience (9–13). In reinforcement learning, behavioral change is
driven by changes in the rate of reinforcement that a pattern of
behavior (“strategy”) produces. In the present case, this translates
to changes in the average number of pellets obtained per trial for
a given target switch latency. The target switch latency is the
strategy. Varying this strategy will vary the rate of reinforcement.
In line with the findings of ref. 8, we found that subjects missed

very few reinforcements. Each plot in Fig. 4 plots two functions
in the plane of the parameters of the Gaussian distribution (μ
and σ). The gain contours (red curves) delimit the expected
percentage of reinforced trials for combinations of values for
these parameters. When the μ and σ estimates for the Gaussian
component of a subject’s switch-latency distribution are below
the 99% gain contour, the subject gets pellets on more than 99%
of the trials. When above a given contour, the subject gets pellets
on a smaller percentage of the trials.
The joint confidence limits around our estimates for the values

of the parameters of the Gaussian component of their switch-
latency distribution are the small concentric circles in Fig. 4. We
assume that subjects cannot control their timing variability; that
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Fig. 3. (A) A transition function, with parameters, S (start) and D (duration),
describes the trial-by-trial change in the parameter vector, θ= he; μ; σ;pi, of
the ExpGauss mixture. Trial 0 is the last trial before the change in pS. (B)
Cumulative distribution of S estimates. (C) Cumulative distribution of Bayes
factors favoring D = 1 (a step switch) vs. 1 ≤ D ≤ 100 (a more gradual switch).
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Fig. 4. Parameters of the Gaussian switch-latency distributions (black concentric circles) in relation to gain contours (red upside down U curves). A gain
contour traces the upper limit on the combinations of variability (σ) and mean (μ) consistent with an expected percentage of reinforced trials. The small
concentric circles are the confidence limits on our estimates of the mean and SD of the Gaussian component of the subject’s switch-latency distribution. The
circles consistently fall near the mode of the 99% gain contour. Note the change in gain contours with changes in ps. Note also the shallowness of the gain
hill. The shallower the gain hill, the more slowly a hill-climbing algorithm can find its summit (that is, converge on the optimal strategy). Note finally that the
confidence limits under different pS conditions do not overlap. Thus, the changes in pS produce statistically significant changes in the mean switch latency, as
is also evident in the raw data (Fig. 2).
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is, the location of the concentric circles along the σ axis. Subjects
determine the location along the μ axis when they calculate or
otherwise arrive at a target switch latency. As may be seen in Fig.
4, the observed locations are generally close to the mode of the
99% gain contour (close to the optimal location), even though
substantial deviations from that mode would have little impact
on gain (rate of reinforcement). The gain contours shift when pS
changes. The optimal target latency depends on pS and on
a subject’s timing variability. Sensitivity to one’s own variability
has also been demonstrated in humans (4, 14, 15).
We examined whether the rate of reinforcement could drive

these behavioral shifts by calculating the number of pellets missed
before the change in behavior went to completion. In estimating
when the change went to completion, we used the expected du-
ration of a transition, rather than the maximally likely duration
that, as already noted, was always 1. Over 30% of the behavioral
shifts went to completion before a single pellet was missed (be-
cause of switching too soon or too late). Moreover, the pattern
and number of reinforcements missed after the behavioral shift
was indistinguishable from the pattern and number missed over
the same span of trials before the shift. Thus, our data rule out
reinforcement-learning as an explanation for the changes in the
distribution of switch latencies. The change in the distribution of
switch latencies must be driven by a change in the estimate of pS,
based on the subject’s experience over several trials.
Finally, we asked whether the adjustments in the estimates of

pS were a consequence of trial-by-trial probability tracking
(leaving later after experiencing one or two short trials and
sooner after experiencing one or two long trials). Given the
abruptness of the changes, the resulting estimates of pS would
have to be highly sensitive to the most recent two or three trials.
However, the distributions of switch latencies conditioned on the
number of the most recent trials (for n = 1, 3, and 5) did not
differ. That is, the distribution of switch latencies following three
short trials did not differ from the distribution following three
long trials. This finding implies that the abrupt behavioral shifts
resulted from a change-detecting mechanism that parsed the
experienced sequence into trials before a change and trials after
a change, with the new estimate of pS based only on the relatively
few trials between the estimated change point and the trial on
which the change was perceived. In arguing that for a model-based
adjustment algorithm, we mean only that the algorithm operates
on estimates of probabilities and change points. Whether it is
necessary to assume that brains—even human brains—make such
estimates has long been a question of moment in psychology,
cognitive science, and neuroscience.
In a subsequent experiment with six new mice, we made the

change approximately 40 trials into a session rather than at the
beginning of a new session. We observed similarly abrupt
changes. The marginal-likelihood functions from this experiment
are in Fig. S3.

We conclude that mice can accurately represent sequential
Bernoulli probability (pS), quickly perceive a substantial change
in this probability, locate the point in the past at which the
change occurred, estimate the new probability on the basis of the
postchange trials, represent the uncertainty in their endogenous
estimate of time elapsed in a trial, and correctly compute a new
approximately optimal target switch latency.
This simple paradigm may be used with genetically manipu-

lated mice, opening up the possibility of using genetic and mo-
lecular biological methods to discover the neurobiological
mechanisms that make these evolutionarily ancient, life-sus-
taining computations possible.

Materials and Methods
Protocol. Subjects lived 24/7 in the environment shown in Fig. 1, obtaining all
their food by performing the tasks. For a complete description of this be-
havior-testing environment and the associated software, see ref. 16. The five
mice of the CB57BL6/j strain obtained from Jackson Laboratories were
∼100 d old at the start of the experiment. In session 1 (1 d), the task was
a concurrent VI matching protocol. In session 2 (1 d) it was a two-latency,
two-hopper, autoshaped hopper-entry protocol: steps 1 and 2 were as in Fig.
1, except that at step 2 (trial onset), the light came on in one or the other of
the two feeding hoppers and a pellet was delivered at the short or long
latency, regardless of the mouse’s behavior. This process taught the mice the
feeding latency associated with each hopper. In the switch task, the interval
from the end of a trial to the next illumination of the trial-initiation hopper
was exponentially distributed with an expectation of 60 s. The pellets were
20 mg Purina grain-based from WF Fisher and Son, Inc. The sole condition on
pellet release was that the first poke after the computer-chosen feeding
latency be in the correct hopper (the short hopper on short trials and the
long hopper on long trials). Any behavior pattern that met this criterion was
reinforced (for example, going directly to the long hopper on a long trial or
switching from the short hopper to the long and then back to the short
within 3 s on a short trial). This protocol was approved by the Institutional
Animal Care and Use Committee of Rutgers University.

Transition Analysis.We assume that all four parameters follow the same two-
parameter linear transition trajectory (Fig. 2A). Thus, our statistical model for
a transition has 10 parameters: 4 for the distribution before the transition
(θb), 4 for after the transition (θa), and the transition parameters, S and D
(Fig. 2A). We used Metropolis Hastings Markov chain Monte Carlo methods
to sample from the posterior distribution to estimate values for these 10
parameters. The estimates for θb and θa were essentially the same as the
maximum-likelihood estimates. To check the validity of the marginal-likeli-
hood functions for S and D obtained from Markov chain Monte Carlo
sampling, we computed the latter numerically after fixing θb and θa at their
maximum-likelihood values.
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Fig. S1. Illustration for the calculation of the optimal target switch latencys. Black function is the Gaussian probability density function describing the dis-
tribution of timed switch latencies; red function is the cumulative distribution function. Red arrows indicate that the areas under the tails of the density
function may be read off the cumulative probability function. The expected percentage of reinforced trials (gain) is optimized when the area under the left tail
of the probability density function (Eq. S1) times the probability of a short trial, pS, equals the area under the right tail times the probability of a long trial,
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Φð3;μ;σÞ [S1]; that is, the ratio of the tail areas must be the inverse of the ratio of the probabilities. The
log of the right hand side of Eq. S1 is a linear function of μ, with slope determined by σ. The inverse of this function gives optimal μ as a function of logit(pS).
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than the just-specified alternative hypothesis for reasonable values of N.
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Fig. S3. Marginal-likelihood functions for D from a subsequent experiment with six new mice, in which the changes in the probability of a short trial occurred
part way into a session, rather than at the start of a new session. The estimated latencies for the starts of the transitions were similar to those shown and, for all
but 2 of 23 within-session transitions, the Bayes factor favored the step hypothesis.
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